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About UNCSW
The Commission on the Status of Women (hereafter referred to as “CSW” or “the
Commission”) is a functional commission of the United Nations Economic and Social
Council (ECOSOC). It is the principal global policy-making body dedicated exclusively
to gender equality and advancement of women. Every year, representatives of Member
States gather at United Nations Headquarters in New York to evaluate progress on
gender equality, identify challenges, set global standards and formulate concrete
policies to promote gender equality and women's empowerment worldwide. Each year,
the UNCSW chooses priority and review themes on different topics related to gender
equality.
The Commission meets annually for a period of 10 working days in March at United
Nations Headquarters in New York. The major product of this session is a document
which outlines agreed conclusions by the participant countries regarding the session
themes.
Representatives of Member States, UN entities, and ECOSOC-accredited nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) from all regions of the world attend the session. In
view of CFUW’s special consultative status at the United Nations, CFUW members
have access to meetings of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) - in this case,
UNCSW. CFUW has the privilege of bringing a delegation of 20 members to this
session. The delegation is led by CFUW VP International Relations and the CFUW
President. There are literally hundreds of events to attend, some in large venues within
the UN Headquarters, others in smaller spaces including small meeting rooms with
capacity limited to 30 individuals. In several venues surrounding the UN Headquarters
are many events that delegates may also attend.
The main website for UN CSW 63 March 2019 is:
http://www.unwomen.org/en/csw/csw63-2019
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UN CSW Themes
Each year two themes are selected for focus and discussion, a “Priority theme and a
theme from a previous session which is reviewed for progress referred to as the
“Review theme”. The themes for 2019 CSW were as follows:
Priority theme:
Social protection systems, access to public services and sustainable infrastructure for
gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls; strategies related to
these three issues are integrated and implemented together they represent a
framework for progress.
Review theme:
Women’s empowerment and the link to sustainable development
(Agreed Conclusions of the sixtieth session);

Preparation for UNCSW
Prior to each UNCSW a first draft conclusion document referred to as a “zero draft” is
written by the Commission, and participant countries have an opportunity to provide
written feedback on this draft. NGO’s, such as CFUW, are active in this process by
submitting response and feedback to national governments. CFUW submitted a
response to the Canadian Federal Government. Additionally, in preparation for each
year’s CSW, NGOs (non-governmental organizations) are invited to submit their own
written statements on the session priority theme. CFUW’s statement is drafted by the
National Office in consultation with the VP International and the International Relations
Committee. CFUW also reviews and is co-signatory to other organizations’ written
statements. The CFUW statement for 2019 is posted on our national website.
CFUW was honoured to be asked to present an oral statement in addition to a written
statement. Oral statements, like written statements must follow the guidelines provided
by the Commission. CFUW’s oral statement was adapted from the written statement
and presented by Hally Siddons who was still in New York into the second week of
UNCSW. Most of our delegation do not remain for the second week of the session.
NGO’s have the opportunity also to submit an application to present a parallel session.
CFUW was successful in our application and was host to a parallel session.
For the first time, CFUW facilitated a UNCSW Home Edition for members who had an
interest in the session but for a variety of reasons were unable to travel. They were had
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a preparatory webinar before the session began and were oriented to the UN TV
channel where one can view some of the sessions. A special thanks to Shelagh
Stevens for being the contact and host for this innovative initiative.
Link to CFUW’s written statement:
http://www.fcfdu.org/Portals/1/cfuwadminfiles/webfiles/homepage/news/UNCSW63%20
Written%20Statement-%20FINAL.pdf
Link to CFUW's oral statement:
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/8efb82640cb8bc1fd889b4668/files/4eedafc0-886a-439d805a4902f8039f93/Final_Version_CFUW_UN_CSW63_Oral_Statement_March_2019.pdf
Link to final UNCSW 63 agreed conclusions: http://www.unwomen.org//media/headquarters/attachments/sections/csw/csw63%20ac_adopted_for%20submissi
on.pdf?la=en&amp;vs=852
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CFUW UNCSW 2019 Delegation
CFUW Delegation Caucus: March 10, 2019

Delegation Leadership: Joy Hurst, VP International Relations and Grace Hollett, CFUW
President are shown here with the full delegation.
Front Row: Sandy Millen, CFUW Winnipeg.
Second Row, left to right: Hally Siddons, CFUW-Ottawa; Barbara Tyner, E-Club (from
Mexico City) & CFUW Kelowna; Lynne Kent, UWC Vancouver; Grace Hollett, National
President, CFUW St. John’s; Brenda Robertson, CFUW North Bay; Godelieve De
Koninck, AFDU Quebec
Third Row, left to right: Sandra Thomson, CFUW Mississauga; Sandra Shaw, CFUWPerth and District; Shelly Ball, _Perth and District; Teri Shaw, CFUW Oakville; Joy
Hurst, CFUW Edmonton; Barb DuMoulin, CFUW Salt Spring Island, Patti Johnsen,
CFUW Lethbridge; Marianne Singh-Warrick, CFUW Burlington; Lynn Bird, VP, CFUW
Aurora/Newmarket, Aurora, Ontario; Lisa Long, CFUW North Bay; Kathryn Wilkinson,
CFUW Mississauga
Note: 3 individuals had to withdraw due to unforeseen circumstances
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Reflections of a first time attendee to UNCSW: Barbara Tyler
Reflections on my experience of the 63rd UN CSW
Barbara Tyner
The 63rd CSW was a remarkable experience of coming together with thousands of
delegates from around the world, all committed to creating positive change for women. I
work in isolation much of the time, in a place (Mexico City) where the concerns of
women are not heard, where my colleagues do not look favourably on feminism, where
my work as a women’s art historian (providing meaningful role models and advocating
for women in history) is not highly valued. It is also a place where ten women have been
killed every day so far this year as documented femicides. So, for me, participating in
the 63rd CSW was a dream. Meeting with delegates from everywhere, sharing our
concerns, learning and exchanging, I felt connected to something larger, and saw that
all our roles are important.
I’ll admit, I had expected a stronger sense of unity overall. It was like experiencing a
symphony in rehearsal. A gigantic symphony of members from all over the globe, each
practiced in their own parts, the needs of their own, individual section of the orchestra,
forefront. Instead of unity, I got cacophony. But we came together a diverse group. Our
needs are diverse, some are dire, some, less so, but still important. Our address to
those needs must also be diverse. I see now that what felt like cacophony transformed
into a complicated, baroque, wondrous harmony in which nearly 6,000 voices had their
say, together, all at the same time. We weren’t all saying the same thing in the same
way, but together we created this dialogue, opening understanding, making space for
women’s voices and for what concerns women, and supporting each other. Meetings
such as this will always feel non-cohesive until we recognize our shared responsibilities
that unite us: addressing the wounds of colonialism, dismantling patriarchy, addressing
discrimination against women. Together. I am a get-to-the-root-of-the-problem type of
thinker. But these are intangibles, and the UN, appropriately, works in tangible
outcomes. Social shifts are slow, and not easy.
For me, the 63rd CSW was about connection with others. Nothing overcomes difference
and indifference like conversation. Determined to bridge gaps and learn as much as
possible, I spoke with delegates from all over the world. I was delighted to find my own
CFUW delegation an extraordinary group of thoughtful, interesting members with
incredible energy and commitment to making the world better for women, as well. I was
also heartened to connect with delegation members from Mexico, Dra Gloria Ramirez,
Glenda Hecksher and Nayana Guerrero, with whom the WG-USA and CFUW met to
talk about possible collaboration to address the needs of migrant women. I attended a
variety of meetings, choosing those offering learning opportunities and those to which I
thought I might offer support. Some were great, a few less-so. I’m a newbie, and I would
plan better next time.
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Overall, what I take from this experience, besides my own personal uplift and glorious
sense of connection is this: we have a common goal, and together, we are making
positive change throughout the world for women and girls. I emerge inspired, fortified by
the company of like-minded others, re-focused and ready to work harder, and even as
the satellite I sometimes feel I am, I know I am backed by my global sisters
Barbara Tyner, far right, sitting with
other CFUW Delegates

Delegates Godelieve De Koninck and Barbara Tyner had local press coverage of
their experience.

Sandra Shaw’s reflection written as she returned home: I come to UNCSW for a
multitude of reasons; educating myself and CFUW members regarding women’s issues
about which we are ignorant, fact finding to support discussions, developing solidarity
with women from around the world, and understanding the issues that both bind and
separate women. I depart with immense respect for all those resilient women whom I
meet, hear and see who continue to fight in the face of significant adversity, with
sadness and anger for how little has been achieved, and frightened that the world’s
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countries, even the most progressive, will not achieve the goals set by the Beijing
Declaration or SDGs 2030.
Although this year’s theme seemed overwhelming in breadth, several topics focused my
week’s activities: indigenous women’s empowerment, macroeconomics and taxation for
gender equality, infrastructures which both prevent and protect women and non-binary
individuals from violence, the place of childcare in the fight for equality and the impact of
austerity measures on increased violence against women and women’s poverty.
UNCSW63 also cemented emerging mainstream feminist vocabulary. Phrases
including gender non-conforming, gig economy, shame-based relationships, panindigenous, feminist-informed, digital and industrial violence, tax justice, etc. informed
the numerous presentations.
Selecting one session that alone is pivotal is challenging. Overall, thoughtful
interactions between political leaders and civil society emphasize that many officials
believe in and are fighting for gender equality as hard as those on the ground and thus
give hope to gender equality rights. UN Secretary General Guterres, the Honorable
Minister Monsef (Minister of International Development and Minister for Women and
Gender Equality in Canada) and Canadian Senator McPhedran, amongst hundreds of
others, allocated valuable time to discuss not only what has and is being done for
gender equality but also what remains to be accomplished. Importantly, SG Guterres
admitted that women’s rights are being eroded and urged all UNCSW63 attendees to
“Push back against the pushback.”
I am humbled and grateful to serve CFUW at the UNCSW.
Sandra Shaw, CFUW Perth and District
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UNCSW63 Forum Consultation Day

Sunday, March 10, 2019. 9:00 to 3:20
Consultation Day, a period of music, poetry and inspiring talks was the prelude to the
actual CSW sessions. There was a general air of excitement and anticipation as our
CFUW members gathered with other women from around the globe, early on Sunday
morning. We were addressed first by the Chair, Dr. Susan O’Malley, who welcomed
delegates and introduced the UN definition “Social protection is a set of minimum
guarantees, including basic income security for children, working-age adults, older
people and people with disabilities, as well as essential health care for all.” She added
that for social protection systems to be effective, quality public services need to be
provided by supportive national governments involving women in the decision-making.
She noted the growth in global inequality, and cutbacks in public services with the
resultant challenge to the implementation of the UN Sustainable Developmental Goals
(the SDGs.
Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, UN Under Secretary-General and Executive Director, UN
Women, reminded us of the need to empower women and girls to accelerate work for
gender equality to overcome the push-back to gender equality measures, and that
overall, progress has been made in improving women’s and girls’ access to social
protection, public services and sustainable infrastructure. She referenced women’s
greater burden of care and that basic safety provisions are not universal e.g., safe
sanitation, is lacking in 23 percent of the world’s schools and this affects girls regular
school attendance.
Ambassador Geraldine Byrne Nason, Permanent Representative Mission of Ireland,
Bureau Chair, Commission on the Status of Women, began by asking, “How do we take
the idea of gender equality forward?” She urged civil society to continue what it is doing
and to adopt the energy of the #Me Too movement to move forward more quickly.
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Keynote Address by 2019 CSW/NY Woman of Distinction, Gharsanay
IbnulAmeen, of Youth Empowerment and Leadership Organization, and a grassroots
organizer from Afghanistan. This 22-year old woman works with government to promote
girls’ education as the way to bring change in Afghanistan where only 1 in 3 Afghan girls
attend school, and where women often face great personal danger when advocating for
girl’s education.

Panel: Social Protection: Definition, Context and Vision. Moderated by Canada’s
Senator, Hon. Marilou McPhedran, The panel began with Vinicius Pineiro, Deputy
Director, Office for the UN, ILO, who stressed that to achieve peace we must have the
empowerment of social protection and that plans must be accompanied by sustainable
financing. Nadia Daar, Head of the Washington Office of Oxfam had been working to
influence financial institutions to support sustainable development and stressed that
first governments must make political choices to provide substantial funding for social
protection of their people and secondly that we must keep up the pressure. Crystal
Simeoni: spoke of her efforts to support individual equalities at the village level in 48
countries in Africa where there is much inequality in economic policy relating to women.
Corina Rodriguez Enriquez, Argentina, DAWN; relayed her worries about the rightwing shift in governments resulting in a need to protect previous gains, and the lack of
workers’ rights including a minimum wage that could provide security. She believes that,
in addition to government action, there is much that companies can do to improve the
situation in their work places.
Loopa Banerjee Director, Civil Society Division, UN Women reminded us that Civil
society and women’s rights’ organizations were instrumental in creating the entity UN
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Women. NGOs, she said, will need to hold international and national leaders
accountable to their commitments towards gender equality. She reminded us of
upcoming opportunities to push for equality rights: the 25th Anniversary of the Beijing
Platform for Action; the 5th Anniversary of the Sustainable Development Goals; the 20th
Anniversary of the Security Council Resolution 1325 and the 10 th Anniversary of the
creating of UN Women
The next panelists spoke of specific situations in their countries: and how these
are being dealt with. Examples are:
In various countries e.g., India and Kenya, widows have no social safety nets, and may
suffer loss of income, disinheritance, discrimination: In Peru food insecurity has resulted
in programs to use food for social change; In Nepal and India, one out of every 6
women is an “untouchable” and has a higher risk of being raped or harmed in some
way.
In Egypt Cairo has designed a gender sensitive bus that serves 130,000 passengers a
day to help alleviate the problems women have there with getting safe transportation. In
Bangladesh where child marriage is prevalent, they are using social media to
discourage it e.g., group clapping to shame would-be participants and public service
announcements, each targeting different audiences. A brighter picture was presented
by Iceland with over 100 years of women having the vote it has been a world champion
in gender equality 10 years in a row. For example, an employer has to prove by
certification that he or she does not discriminate in the workplace.
2019 Recipient of the Cities for CEDAW GLOBAL LEADERSHIP AWARD
This was presented to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. CEDAW references the Convention
on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women. Cities like Pittsburgh
are in the forefront in elimination of such discrimination at the local level and assure
women and girls the rights to decent housing, employment, public safety and access to
social services and resources.
Consultation Day ended on an upbeat note with the audience participating in music with
the Angel Band Project. Our CFUW members were ready to launch forth into a full and
rewarding week at CSW that saw them participating in more than 218 sessions and
being the sponsor and host of one parallel session.
Contributed by Grace Hollett
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Some of the Quotes that resonated with CFUW delegates
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Informal morning NGO Briefings

Godelieve De Koninck, Brenda Robertson and Sandy Millen

Kathryn Wilkinson, Grace Hollett, Shelly Ball and Sandra Shaw
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CFUW’s Parallel Session: The Promise of Global Citizenship and the Power of
Digital Literacy
CFUW hosted a parallel session which
was at full room capacity of 80
individuals. The topic was the Promise of
Global Citizenship and the Power of
Digital Literacy. Professor, Dr. Lynette
Shultz from the University of Alberta
introduced the concept of Global
Citizenship and the project that engaged
youth producing a white paper with
articulating what mattered to this group
of 1300 young people from 11 countries
who worked together virtually and
produced an International Youth White
Paper on Global Citizenship.
Dr. Eileen Focke-Baker, a GWI delegate
from the Netherlands and an expert in
the area of digital security informed the
audience about the positive impact to the disadvantaged devices such as radios and
digital platforms can have and also the cautions which should be taken in the digital
environment the urgent need for education regarding the negative impacts of the cyber
space.
Fitting given the topic, one presenter joined the panel by way of a digital platform.
Presenter Titilope Sonuga, a civil engineer by training (University of Alberta) who has
become an artist and activist, shared her experience as a champion for digital literacy in
Nigeria. She closed the session with a powerful piece of spoken word.
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Panel (from left to right), Dr. Lynette Shultz, Grace Hollet (moderator), Dr. Eileen FockeBakker (GWI), Joy Hurst VP CFUW International, Screen Titilope Sonuga (Edmonton
Alberta)
Left to right: Joy Hurst, Dr.
Lynette Shultz, Grace Hollett,
Gov of Alberta Status of
Women Representative, Kelly
Buckley
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Post CFUW-GWI
parallel session
photo including
Gilmore Hurst,
husband of Joy
Hurst
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Outstanding sessions attended
CFUW delegates attended many different sessions with themes listed in the word cloud
below:

Outstanding sessions identified by CFUW delegates:
1. Women’s Protection Teams: Building Sustainable Protective Infrastructures in South
Sudan – A Self-Help Non-Violent Women’s Peace Force
2. Violence and Torture Against Women & Girls in Prostitution & Trafficking: Educating
Service Providers
3. Integrated Domestic Violence
4. Promise of Global Citizenship Education and The Power of Digital Literacy
(CFUW/Graduate Women International)
5. Leave No One Behind! Migrant Women's Access to Social Protection (United
Methodist Women)
6. Feminist Analysis of Social Protection Systems: Employment, Health and PeaceBuilding (Sociologists for Women in Society)
7. Health for All Through Women’s Human Rights (Csw63 Side Event – Untv
8. Townhall Meeting of Civil Society and The U.N. Secretary General
9. Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking
10. Effective Responses
11. Empowering Women of Faith Leadership In Society
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12. *Consultation Day *The Thriving Family: Providing the Best Social Protection and
Empowerment of Women and Girls *Infrastructure and Sustainable Development:
How Infrastructure Can Better Contribute To The Achievement Of SDG5 and the
Advancement Of Women
13. Mobility There Once Was A Girl Title of A Book
14. A Collection of Fairy Tales
15. How Women Are Penalized on Their Taxes
16. Women's Economic Empowerment in The Middle East and North Africa- Changing
Laws Changing Minds.
17. Afghan Women and Sustainable Development: Achievements, Challenges, and
Opportunities
18. Women at The Table! Transformative Change - Women Shaping the Agenda of
Peace, Transitional Justice, and Political Agreements
19. The Gender Effect of Leave And Care Policies - Stronger With Dads Involved!
20. Infrastructure That Works for Women:
21. Gender Dimensions of Energy and Industry
22. On the Way to Biarritz: Women's Right at The Heart Of The G7 Summit Social
Protection for Migrant Women, Girls, and Adolescents.
23. Universal Daycare in Denmark; Empowering Indigenous Women and Girls in
Canada
24. Townhall with Secretary-General - So Impressed by the energy in the room and then
the respect with which each speaker was treated.
25. Increasing Women’s Space for Beijing 25 - A Parliamentary/NGO Dialogue
(Sponsored By Canada) New Zealand We Know What We Live
26. How to Better Plan and Design Inclusive Sustainable Infrastructure Ghana, UN
Women
27. UNOPS; Women In Informal Employment; Globalizing and Organizing (WIEGO;
Self-Employed Women's Association (SEWA); and International Center for Research
on Women (ICRW)
28. Social Protection, Public Services and Sustainable Infrastructure: Policy Coherence
for the Empowerment of Women in Informal Employment
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Grace Hollett, Kathryn Wilkinson, Morna Ballantyne from Child Care Now, Lynn Bird
Social events
One of the very important elements during UNCSW is the opportunity for getting to
know our fellow CFUW sisters better and the opportunity for networking at the various
social events. Shown relaxing here are Kathryn Wilkinson, Grace Hollett, Terry Shaw,
Barb DuMoulin, Patti Johnsen, and Lisa Long.
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Formal Social Events included the Government of Canada Reception to which
unfortunately a limited number of NGO representatives are invited. However this was
followed by an additional reception the next morning to which , at the invitation of
Minister Monsef, all CFUW delegates could attend. The President and VP International
were invited to the IAW dinner that was generously funded by one of its members. The
UN Women NGO reception which is the UNCSW flagship social event was by
purchased ticket. The annual CFUW social to which other Canadian NGO’s and
international associates are invited is, like the GWI dinner, WG-US lunch, and GWI
dinner, by purchased ticket. Due to conflicts in time, it was not possible for all delegates
to attend all of the social events to which they were invited.

At the UN Women NGO Reception

Left to right: Hally Siddons, Sandi Millen, Grace Hollett, representative from Japan, Joy
Hurst, Maryella Hannum, WG-USA
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CFUW Delegates With Senator Marilou Mcphedran
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CFUW Social

Shown above are Joy Hurst, Godeleive De Koninck, Faye Webber, Grace Hollett and
Shirley Randell.

Shown above are Ruth Fish, Grace Hollett and Kathryn Wilkinson
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Shown above are CFUW delegates, Vicky Smallman from the Canadian Labour
Congress (on the right) and other guests

● GWI (Graduate Women International) Breakfast meeting.
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New York Theatre: You will never guess who…….
Seven of us took in the Off Broadway Play: “Gloria: A Life”
Shortly after arriving at the theatre we realized that both Gloria Steinem and Hillary
Clinton were among us. As we entered the theatre a couple of us were able to speak
briefly to Hillary before the play.
After the play ended a few of us managed to approach Gloria thanking her for taking the
feminist movement forward, for her journalism, published books and her social political
activism.
It was a moment in time!
When we left the theatre, we walked away from the crowd going to the back of the
building. We were standing there in a huddle discussing where to have dinner…. When
the back doors of the theatre flew open and down came Gloria & Hillary as two black
SUVs pulled up to the curb.
We explained that we are the Canadian Federation of University Women and delegates
at UN for the Status of Women. One of us called for a photo to be taken and then Hillary
and Gloria were off. Picture: Barbara Tyner, Barb DuMoulin, Grace Hollett, Teri Shaw,
Hillary Clinton, Patti Johnsen, Gloria Steinem, Lisa Long and Kathryn Wilkinson
It happened in a flash!
Firsthand account
shared by Patti
Johnsen
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Teri Shaw, Kathryn Wilkinson,
Lisa Long, Grace Hollett, Patti
Johnsen and Barb DuMoulin

Formal Meetings
Members of the CFUW delegation were also able to participate in 5 formal meetings.
Minister Maryam Monsef was part of the Canadian Government delegation and invited
NGO representatives to a meeting at the Canadian Consulate, and as noted this was
followed next morning by a wider invitation. Kathryn Wilkinson reports that although not
planned as such, it turned into a roundtable discussion and CFUW was able to raise the
issue of Early Learning and Child Care (ELCC). We also asked for a gender-based lens
to be used in decision making and were assured that this was already a directive from
the Prime Minister’s office.
Delegates were also provided with an opportunity to attend two briefings with Graduate
Women International (GWI). This facilitated meeting representatives from other GWI
federations and associations and also important discussion regarding the agreed
conclusion document. In a small room, enthusiastic delegates from CFUW, WG- USA
and Federation of University Women of Mexico (FEMU) met. It was a pleasure to finally
sit down with members of our respective organizations and discuss the potential for
collaboration in the future. A number of areas of shared interest were identified and “the
power of three” recognized as important strategy. Of emergent concern to all is the
situation of migration from Latin America through Mexico, into the US and Canada with
all of the related social and human rights issues.
CFUW delegates were also able to join International Alliance of Women for Women
(IAW) at the Permanent Mission for Greece for a delegation meeting. This was helpful in
getting to know more about how IAW does its work and to meet the leaders within the
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organization. Of particular interest was IAW’s position on the UNCSW 63 Zero draft, the
use of IAW Declarations of Accountability and the IAW journal. The CFUW President
and VP International had an additional meeting with IAW president to further explore
how CFUW and IAW could collaborate.
● Round table with Government of Canada

The Honourable Maryam Monsef Minister of International Development and Minister for
Women and Gender Equality with Teri Shaw, Barbara DuMoulin, Grace Hollett. Lynne
Kent, (Minister Monsef), Patti Johnsen, Lisa Long, Kathryn Wilkinson, and seated is
Sandra Thomson.


GWI Briefings-Breakfast meetings
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CFUW meeting with WG-USA and FEMU(Mexico)
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CFUW meetings with International Alliance of Women (IAW)

CFUW delegation meets with other IAW members
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Above Joanna Manganara, IAW President; Grace Hollett , CFUW President; Sizani
Ngubane, co-founder of the Rural Women’s Movement (RWM), South Africa, and 2018
Woman of Distinction; Joy Hurst, CFUW VP International.
CFUW was invited to present an oral statement
(Ready Set Go- No Go, NGO statements postponed to March 18)
Members of CFUW delegation waiting for NGO statements to begin, including ours.

Above, Grace Hollett, Patti Johnsen, Joy Hurst, Sandra Thomson, Sandra Millen and in
front Barbara DuMoulin
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Joy and Grace share a moment

March 18, 2019 CFUW Oral Statement presented by Hally Siddons (Ready Set
GO!)
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Vote of Thanks
A big thank you to all of the delegates who participated this year, each of you brought
your own unique contribution and perspective to the session and takeaway for CFUW. A
special thanks also to the staff of the National Office for their assistance in preparation
for this session. All members of the delegation contributed to this report by responding
to a survey or submitting individual reports. See the attached for selected individual
reports and the appendix for a list of countries and NGO’s that CFUW delegates
engaged with.
On a personal note, I was deeply moved and enriched by all that I saw and heard this
year and returned home inspired to do more…and do it better.
Respectfully submitted,
Joy Hurst, VP International Relations
October 2019

Individual Delegate reports:
Hally Siddons

H.S. V2sm-CSW63
Complete Report HRS 2803.pdf

Sandra Thomson

S.T. UNCSW
report.pdf

Brenda Robertson

B.R. UNCSW
report.pdf
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Appendix: UN CSW 63 Delegate Survey responses
List of National NGOs Engaged reported by CFUW
Delegates

Barbra Schifler Commemorative Clinic
BPW National
Canadian Labour Congress
Canadian Voice of Women for Peace
Canadian Women's Foundation
Childcare Now
CRIAW
CSALC - Chinese and Southeast Asian Legal Clinic
FEMU Mexico
Graduate Women International
Inter Parliamentary Union Hon Paddy Torsney Permanent
Observer UN
Kairos Canada
London Abuse Centre
London Abused Women's Centre
Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak MMIW
National Council of Women of Canada
Native Women's Association of Canada
NGO Committee to Stop Trafficking In Persons
Non-State Torture
Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women
Oakland Shelter for Battered Women and their Children
Persons Against Non-State Torture
Results Canada the power to end poverty
Rosaria Memorial Trust Zimbabwe
Ruth Fund Uganda
Singing Stone Consulting Human Development
Whitehorse Yukon
Soroptomists
Tabitha Foundation Canada
The Global Sunrise Project
U.S. Advisory Council on Human Trafficking
WG-USA
Women of the Well Kentucky
YWCA Canada
YWCA Finland
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YWCA Japan
YWCA Rwanda
YWCA South Sudan
Zimbabwe Association of University Women
Zonta

List of International NGOs Reported by CFUW
Delegates
Advocacy Education Awareness Human Trafficking
Apne Aap International
Asociacion Nacional Civica Femenina A.C.
AWN
Be Human
Career*Girls
CATW
Chechen Regional Public Organization "Doverlye"
Reliance
Cordaid
Disability Rights Fund
Doveriye
Eastern Oregon Nutrition Services
EQUIS Justicia Para Las Mujeres
FemNet
FEMU
GAD - Governing African Development
Gender Justice for Madagascar
Global Fund for Women
Global Justice Centre Human Rights Through Rule of
Law
Global Network of Women's Shelters
Global Sunrise
GWI
Help Age International
IAW
International Bar Association
International School for Champions (Kenya)
Leagues of Women Voters
Mediators Beyond Borders
Mothers Legacy Project
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Musea International Creativity
NGO-CGN Malawai
Oxfam
Party of European Socialists Gender Equality and
Women's Rights
Rad-Aid
Red Familia
Seventh Generation Fund for Indigenous Peoples
Sigma, Global Nursing Excellence
Sociologists for Women in Society
Soka Gakkai International
Soroptimist International
Soroptimist International Europe
Space International
STEM Institute Transforming Ideas into Action
UN Young Leaders for SDG's
UNANIMA International
United Methodist Women
United Nations & International Conference
Department
WGA
WG-USA
Women at the Table
Women's Federation for World Peace USA
Women's Federation for World Peace-Nepal
Women's Intercultural Network
Women's Legal Aid Centre - Tanzania
Women's Refugee Commission
World YWCA
YWCA USA
Zonta
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